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The paper presents experiments with the home-made, low-cost prototype of a sensor-equipped pen for

handwriting-based biometric authentication. The pen allows to capture the dynamics of user writing on

normal paper, while producing a kind of password (passphrase) chosen in advance. The use of a word

of any length instead of the user’s signature makes the approach more robust to spoofing, since there is

no repetitive pattern to steal. Moreover, if the template gets violated, this is much less harmful than sig- 

nature catch. The entailed sensors are a pair of accelerometer and gyroscope and a pressure sensor. The

aim is a natural yet precise interaction, that allows recognizing the user by the signals recorded while

producing a specific word chosen during enrollment and possibly changed later. The pen can be exploited

in a number of applications requiring user recognition, yet relieving from the need to learn complex pro- 

cedures, and to undergo critical capture operations. The approach fuses the use of a kind of password,

though not necessarily complex as those requested by traditional approaches, and biometric recognition.

The novelty with respect to most proposals in literature is the combination of three elements at once:

the matching of any handwritten text instead of user signature, the on-line capture of seven sensor sig- 

nals to recognize handwriting dynamics (three from accelerometer, three from gyroscope and one from

pressure sensor), and the use of normal paper instead of a digitizing tablet. Presented experiments test

two different recognition techniques, implemented by two modules that can be alternatively plugged into

the system. An SVM-based verification module entails to extract the most relevant features from writing

dynamics, and to acquire a sufficient amount of enrolling data (30 samples per user) to train an SVM for

each user. A pure Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) verification module does not require such training, and

is tested using either a gallery with the same number of templates per user as those used for SVM train- 

ing, or with a gallery containing a much lower number of templates per user (namely 5). Obtained results

encourage further investigation of lightweight strategies for written password dynamics recognition.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Authentication is the pleasure and pain of any user in the world

that has to access a protected service or location. The use of pass-

words is dateless, as the use of special objects or signs. They

were formerly used by groups, rather than by individuals. Sentinels

would challenge those asking to enter an area to supply a watch-

word. In the Greek world, members of the Pythagorean school

made a vow of secrecy, and were recognized from a 5-pointed pen-

tagon or star tattooed on their palm. The first computer passwords

were probably used at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

the mid-1960s, when its researchers built a massive time-sharing
∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: demarsico@di.uniroma1.it (M. De Marsico). h
omputer called CTSS. 1 Using this computer MIT pioneered many

f the milestones of computing, like e-mail, including password-

ased authentication too. At the beginning, a single password was

ufficient to access one’s virtual space and files. But computers

tarted spreading in every-day life together with an exponentially

ncreasing number of remote services: the number of passwords

o remember grew at the same pace, together with password theft

isk. This in turn calls for more and more complex passwords, dif-

cult to crack but also to remember. Keys and cards used either as

hysical alternatives or add-ons often make things even more cum-

ersome for users. Biometric authentication, though not being in-

incible, has risen as a more “natural” alternative that allows users
1 Robert McMillan, “The World’s First Computer Password? It Was Useless Too,”

ttp://www.wired.com/2012/01/computer-password/ , January 27, 2012.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patrec.2018.04.030&domain=pdf
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o just exploit what they are or the way they behave to attain ei-

her physical or logical access. Multibiometric systems can further

nforce security by processing different physical and/or behavioral

raits. 

Though becoming increasingly accurate, systems designed to

ssure secure access to places and data are often difficult or cum-

ersome to use. The work in [1] explicitly underlines: “The secu-

ity research community has recently recognized that user behavior

lays a part in many security failures, and it has become common to

efer to users as the ’weakest link in the security chain’. We argue

hat simply blaming users will not lead to more effective security sys-

ems. ” Since 20 0 0 Nielsen [2] optimistically assumes that “in the

uture, security will improve through biological [biometric] verifica-

ion mechanisms, such as fingerprint recognition or retina scanning, ”;

owever, the same author recognizes that “ it will take time for

his infrastructure to be built (and fingerprint systems won’t work for

ome people) ”, and even more skeptically [1] concludes on the sub-

ect that “biometric systems may be a good fit for some user-tasks-

ontext configurations, but not all of them. ” Actually, some concerns

aised in [3] in 2004 and especially related to the acquisition step,

re unfortunately still valid: fingerprint readers usually require a

ell centered, not moving finger (and always the same!), while iris

canners can pose usability problems related to the alignment of

he eye with the camera lens [4] . These problems are even more

rucial with mobile biometrics, and therefore unattended acquisi-

ion, that are gaining increasing diffusion [5,6] . Further concerns

egard possible privacy breach and intrusiveness [7,8] , long raised

nd still not completely solved. A possible, only apparently obvious

olution, is proposed in [9] :“Biometric systems should have user-

riendly, intuitive interfaces that guide users in presenting necessary

raits. ”

This paper presents a proposal for easy-to-implement and user-

riendly identity verification based on writing dynamics (defined

elow as on-line verification), which fuses biometrics with tradi-

ional password-based authentication, though with simplified and

etter user acceptable requirements. The proposed approach dif-

ers from most works in literature due to the combination of three

lements at once: the matching of any (secret) handwritten text

nstead of user signature, the on-line capture of seven sensor sig-

als to recognize handwriting dynamics (three from accelerometer,

hree from gyroscope and one from pressure sensor), and the use

f normal paper instead of a digitizing tablet. The proposed sys-

em can be used also for more traditional signature-based verifi-

ation, but at present it implements a recognition protocol, where

ser enrolling entails both choosing a password to write (possi-

ly easier to remember than usually complex requested ones) but

lso capturing the associated gestural pattern, which is more dif-

cult to imitate than the static sign. Authentication would rely on

oth, since the shape of sensor signals is implicitly related to the

hosen word, though this may not appear in the system gallery. In

ddition, a further security level might be achieved by also con-

idering the static written form of the word, adding a third barrier

o intruders: knowing the password, being able to imitate its static

ppearance, and also imitating the way to produce it from a dy-

amic point of view. An added value to the approach is that theft

f the enrollment templates does not entail a serious problem for

he user, as it may happen for signature (it is harder than expected

o have to change the way one signs) or even more for face and

ther physical traits (though countermeasures are represented by

ancelable biometric templates). 

Verification experiments are carried out following two differ-

nt approaches. In the first one, a feature extraction strategy builds

eature vectors (templates) from writing samples. This kind of tem-

late isused to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for each

ser. Training of a SVM exploits the features extracted from 30

amples captured during enrollment. Incoming probe samples are
rocessed to produce a similar template which is submitted to

he SVM corresponding to the claimed identity. In the second ap-

roach, a user template is made of all the unprocessed signals cap-

ured by pen sensors. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used for

atching the single signals and then the average similarity is re-

urned as matching result. As for this second set of experiments,

hey are further divided into two groups. In one group, the tem-

lates from the same 30 samples used for SVM training are in-

luded in the system gallery (extracted from samples of enrolled

sers). In the second group, the set of gallery templates is dramat-

cally reduced to 5 per user. In this way, 6 rounds of experiments

re carried out, and their results averaged. Encouraging results sug-

est further investigations. 

The paper continues as follows. Section 2 discusses the role

f writing, and in particular of signature, used for authentication.

ection 3 presents related work, though most prototypes are fo-

used on signature rather than on generic handwriting recognition.

ection 4 presents a multi-sensor lightweight prototype for hand-

riting recognition. Section 5 presents the results from the sets

f experiments carried out in different conditions. Section 6 draws

onclusions and sketches future work. 

. Signature for authentication

Among the early works in the literature focusing attention on

iometric recognition, [10] is particularly worth mentioning. It

eals with a (still valid) conceptual comparison of available means

or formal identification of individuals. It classifies them as: (1)

ays to merely distinguish among individuals, namely Names and

odes; (2) ways to verify individual identity, namely Knowledge-

ased Identification and Token-Based Identification; and, finally,

3) biometrics, that can be used for both verification and identifi-

ation. The term “biometrics” is used to refer to a variety of identi-

cation techniques which are based on some physical and difficult-

o-alienate characteristic that entails suitable ‘metric’ or measure-

ents of some kind. Clarke sketches a first taxonomy of biometric

echniques (elaborating from [10] ):

- appearance (e.g. the familiar passport descriptions of height,

weight, skin colour, hair and eyes, visible markings; gender;

race; facial hair, glasses; supported by photographs);

- social behavior (e.g. custom body-signals; voice characteristics;

speech style; visible handicaps; supported by video);

- bio-dynamics (e.g. the manner in which one’s signature is writ-

ten; statistically-analyzed voice characteristics; keystroke dy- 

namics, particularly in relation to login-id and password);

- natural physiography (e.g. skull measures; teeth and skeletal

injuries; thumbprint, fingerprint sets and handprints; retinal

scans; earlobe capillary patterns; hand geometry; DNA);

- imposed physical characteristics (e.g. collars, bracelets and an-

klets; brands and bar-codes; microchips and transponders).

Later on Jain simplifies the classification into two classes, i.e.,

hysical or behavioral traits, and further elaborates on the features

ndicated by Clarke for human identifiers to prescribe those that a

rait must present to be considered a biometrics [11] : (1) univer-

ality - every person should have the characteristic; (2) uniqueness

no two persons should be the same in terms of the characteris-

ic; (3) permanence - the characteristic should be invariant with

ime; (4) collectability - the characteristic can be measured quan-

itatively; (5) performance - the achievable identification accuracy,

he required resources to achieve an acceptable identification ac-

uracy, and the working or environmental factors that affect the

dentification accuracy; (6) acceptability - to what extent people

re willing to accept the system; (7) circumvention - how easy it

s to fool the system. 
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In [12] biometric traits are further classified in hard (those able

to support unique identification of an individual, e.g., face or fin-

gerprints) and soft , defined as “characteristics that provide some in-

formation about the individual, but lack the distinctiveness and per-

manence to sufficiently differentiate any two individuals. ” Actually,

while traits like hair color and height may lack distinctiveness,

some behavioral ones like gait may rather lack permanence, be-

cause they can be influenced by external factors, e.g. the ground

slope. 

Although signatures require contact with the writing instru-

ment and an effort on the part of the user, as opposite to more

acceptable contactless biometric traits like face, they have been

accepted in government, legal, and commercial transactions as a

method of verification. On the other hand, some authors include

signature among traits that may not present sufficient stability.

Even though each person has a unique style of handwriting, no

two signatures of a person are exactly identical. The variations

from a typical signature also depend upon the physical and emo-

tional state of a person, therefore the identification accuracy of sys-

tems based on this highly behavioral biometric trait is reasonable

but does not appear to be sufficiently high to lead to large-scale

recognition. In other words, while signature can be used for ver-

ification (1:1 matching with a genuine signature of the subject)

in forensics, it is hard to use it to identify a subject (1:N match-

ing with a candidate gallery) [13] . It is possible to distinguish two

groups of approaches to recognition based on signature: static and

dynamic. In [14] those for which only a static visual record is avail-

able are defined as off-line , and those in which the pen trajectory

or dynamics are captured during signature production as on-line .

In the same work, signature verification following the former ap-

proaches, besides being long pursued [15] , is considered as an art.

One of the earliest realistic studies on automatic off-line signature

verification dates back to the work by Nagel and Rosenfeld [16] ,

whose experiments were carried out on scanned and digitized sig-

nature areas of real bank checks. In the same period, the first re-

searches dealing with on-line verification also appeared in litera-

ture [17] , exploiting accelerometry-related techniques. Since then,

many works have investigated both strategies. It is worth under-

lining at this point some important conceptual differences. First,

handwriting recognition in itself is to be distinguished from Op-

tical Character Recognition (OCR). OCR is long well established in

commercial applications that can recognize printed text, and al-

ways starts from a scanned image of a text that was printed me-

chanically. In handwriting recognition, the aim is rather to deter-

mine characters and words of text written by hand, where the

writing styles of different people vary in a very significant way,

so that the system must be trained to generalize across a wide va-

riety of production patterns for the same item: even a single per-

son does not always write in exactly the same style. Compared to

this, handwriting identification, or, more frequently, signature ver-

ification for user authentication, entails to determine who wrote

the text, or to verify if the writer identity is the claimed one (the

claim might be implicit in the signature itself). The same differ-

ence exists between speech and speaker recognition. In general,

the exploited feature extraction and classification methodologies

are used differently, and training of the systems to learn relevant

features relies on different guidelines. Nevertheless, the capture

modalities are the same. Handwritten data is digitalized either by

scanning the final product (off-line) or by special devices, e.g., a

special pen on an electronic surface (on-line). On-line approaches

allow capturing the precise sequence of written strokes, and there-

fore spatio-temporal information, whereas off-line methods only

rely on the final text image. Therefore, the former ones are usu-

ally more precise for handwriting recognition. Surveys on the top-

ics can be found in [18] and [19] . 
i  
This work does not deal with signature, but with handwrit-

ng of a user-chosen “password”. Many features of signatures are

hared with generic handwriting. The required capturing and pro-

essing equipment is the same. Generic handwriting generally

acks the legal/forensic value of signature, but it is still useful for

uthentication, especially if its full dynamics are regarded, together

ith the knowledge of the pattern to write. 

. Related work

Resolution of data captured for handwriting recognition has

ramatically increased, but the kinds of the exploited special de-

ices have not changed much in the last years [18,20,21] . The fol-

owing review of related work is especially focused on signature

ecognition, since most literature addresses this specific problem.

 few examples of works tackle handwriting of passphrases in-

tead. In [22] , the experiments are carried out by developing gener-

tive models for a targeted user’s handwriting based only on cap-

ured static (offline) samples, combined with pen-stroke dynam-

cs. However, such statistics are learned from general population

tatistics, and do not account for the specific dynamics underly-

ng the specific writing of a specific passphrase by a specific indi-

idual. An additional difference with respect to the proposal pre-

ented here is related to the capture modality: dynamics are cap-

ured by NEC VersaLite Pad and HP Compaq TC1100 pen comput-

rs, while the approach described here exploits an equipped pen

nd normal paper. The work in [23] introduces a multi-functional

igitizing pen for the verification and identification of individu-

ls by means of handwritten signatures, text or figures. The de-

ice records the pressure (Px, Py, Pz) and inclination ( α, β) of the

en. The presented prototype is only based on pressure sensors, so

hat no complete dynamic pattern is taken into account. The sys-

em presented in [24] exploits a standard WACOM graphic tablet.

lso the experiments in [25] on biometric recognition using hand-

ritten text exploit a digitizing table. A more extensive review of

iterature presented in the following is useful to better understand

he evolution of the field, and to better appreciate the features of

he approach presented here that overall differentiate it from the

thers. 

The idea of a pen computer dates back to Alan Kay, a visionary

cientist who hypothesized the feasibility of personal computers

ince 1968, when it was about science fiction (see [26] ). He guided

he Learning Research group at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center in

he creation in early ‘70 of the Dynabook prototype, an ancestor of

resent laptop computers. The pen computer should reproduce the

en and paper metaphor, by the digital processing of the electronic

nk , mimicked by a position-sensing device. In early ’90, this tech-

ology deserved a great attention by both all major market stake-

olders, including Microsoft, IBM and Apple, and by scientific com-

unity, as testified by the large space devoted to the topic in ACM

IGCHI community [27] . The first tools used for pen-based interac-

ion were light pens and touch screens. The former ones contain

ight sensors and are connected to a visual Display Unit, usually a

RT. The pen sees light from the screen and sends information to

he computer via an electric pulse. The timing of the light pen and

he raster scan are compared to obtain the exact ( x, y ) location of

here the pen is pointed on the screen. The main disadvantages

re some lack of precision and the fatigue of the arm due to the

ertical position of the computer screen, so that these devices are

uited neither for extensive handwriting nor for signature verifi-

ation, that requires a better precision. Touch screens, when used

ith fingers, are even less precise and production requires much

ore space, though being more comfortable. Digitizing tablets are

ore precise, since it is easier to write on a horizontal surface, but

he tablet and the screen are separated. Due to this, there is less

nteractivity, and the user must continuously change focus between



Fig. 1. Pen tip position and angles w.r.t. tablet surface.
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2 https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2C .
he two. This problem is solved by notepads, that merge screen

nd digitizer, where a sensitive surface captures the position of a

tick. At present, pen tablets are the most used devices to acquire

ignature for verification. The first prototypes were able to collect

ip position of a tethered pen, and sometimes pressure too. The

ork in [14] exploits LCD writing tablets with tethered pens, us-

ng only pen tip position. More recent devices, e.g., WACOM prod-

cts, collect several time series, with information recorded at fixed

ntervals, that include pen tip position with respect to the tablet

urface, pressure applied to the pen, inclination of the pen with re-

pect to x and y axes, or azimuth angular distance and inclination

altitude) with respect to vertical axis (see Fig. 1 ). Each captured

ignal is recorded as a time series. It is interesting to notice how

he pressure plot allows to analyze the timing of pen-up/pen-down

tates, which are a characteristic pattern especially in characters

o-articulation. In [28] on-line signature verification exploits the

ime series generated by pen ( x, y ) tip position. The dataset used in

29] contains information about tip position, pressure, azimuth and

ltitude angles. In [30] velocity is also computed. MCYT [31] is a

ataset used for evaluation by the scientific community, which has

een collected using similar hardware. It is used for experiments,

.g., in [32] and [33] . It is interesting that a low-cost prototype of

 tablet used by a conventional ink pen, to be used on paper over

he tablet is proposed in [34] . Actually, this methodology allows to

et also the static image of the signature, and therefore to apply a

ulti-classifier approach. This strategy is used in the collection of

ecent datasets used for multi-biometric research, e.g., BiosecurID

35] .

Especially for the first prototypes, the use of digitizing tablets

as far from being natural and many attempts have been made to

roduce electronic pens being more acceptable to users and eas-

er to integrate into existing systems. One of the earliest (1977)

nd most cited proposals to exploit accelerometry is the pen de-

cribed in [17] , following the principle that acquisition of the tra-

ectory is an important element in signature verification. A further

rototype of a pen “augmented” with sensors is presented in 1989

n [36] . Dynamic features such as changes in pen inclination and

riting force are detected by various sensors attached to the pen,

hich is an approach similar to the one proposed in this paper.

he pen inclination is estimated from its relationship with the in-

ensity of illumination at the paper surface of a light emitted from

 LED, which is measured by a reflective optical fiber sensor. The

riting force in the axial direction of the pen is derived from the

elationship between the strain and the applied force by using a

orce sensor installed at the central part of the pen. Comparison

ith reference data is carried out in two steps. First, simpler fea-

ures are considered, such as number of pen-ups and pen-downs

nd maximum, minimum and average values in time of writing

orce and pen inclination. If comparison is promising, then a fur-

her step exploits the complete time series to get a final decision.

n 2003 [37] proposes a pen equipped with two pairs of mechani-

al sensors that measure the horizontal and vertical movements of
he ballpoint nib, and a pressure sensor on the top part of the pen,

hat overall produce three signals. In [38] a 3D signal approach is

ttempted. The electrical pen has the ability to detect the X-, Y-

nd Z-directional components of writing force. The Z-directional

etection along the pen axis uses a conventional PZT force sen-

or, while a new method is proposed for the X- and Y-directional

etection. This exploits a two-dimensional angle sensor to detect

he 2D components of the tilt angle of the ink rod, which corre-

pond to the X- and Y-dimensional components of writing force.

n summary, electronic pens proposed in the literature are capable

f “detecting” position, velocity, acceleration, pressure, pen inclina-

ion, and writing forces, using a variety of sensors: strain gauges

n [39] to transduce forces and motions, magnetoelastic sensors

uilt using wires of amorphous metal in [40] , and laser diodes

n [38] . Completely different proposals entail the use of a special

ata glove [41] , or a video camera focused on the writing user, so

hat information is extracted from the sequence of recorded frames

42] . In the latter case, the camera focuses on a standard sheet

f paper and images a common pen; the trajectory of the tip of

he pen is tracked and the contact with the paper is detected. Fi-

ally, mobile devices, e.g., PDAs, may also allow signature verifica-

ion [43] .

. The multi-sensor pen prototype

This paper proposes a cheap way to implement dynamic

ignature/handwriting-based recognition using an accelerometer, 

 gyroscope and a grip pressure sensor (about 20$ total for the

rototype, even less on large scale production). The implemented

esture-tracking prototype system, BioPen, relies either on a Ma-

hine Learning toolkit for classification and feature extraction from

ime series, or on basic Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). The first

oal of the pen design is to record and store as much information

s possible about the hand movements performed while handling

he pen for signing/writing. The second but not less important goal

s to make the user feel comfortable as with a familiar everyday

ction. The BioPen is an ordinary medium-size ink pen, with a rub-

er grip equipped with special non-invasive sensors, and a bus ca-

le which connects it to an Arduino Board. Writing is performed

n common paper, as in normal signing/writing. 

The proposed approach uses a gesture-tracking hardware recog-

ition system based on 3 sensors: a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis

yroscope, and a capacitive grip pressure sensor. Exploiting more

ignals guarantees robustness to small changes during the signa-

ure/writing procedure. Despite the user signature/passphrase is

ot always graphically identical, the combination of these charac-

eristic gesture-based dynamic parameters is more flexible to vari-

tions. Moreover, they are unique and harder to reproduce by a

alicious user than the static sign. 

The pen is equipped with a standard MPU-6050 , an

ccelerometer-gyroscope-temperature sensor. This cheap and small 

odule provides a versatile solution for motion-tracking. The mod-

le integrates a very accurate 16-bit analog to digital converter for

ach channel (x,y,z) for both motion sensors. The I 2 C 2 interface

akes handling the communication and sensor reading procedures

ith an Arduino board quite easy. The MPU has a built-in Digital

otion Processor, able to run complex six-axis motion algorithms

reducing the load on the main microprocessor) and a run-time

alibration algorithm that provides the optimal performance to the

nal user. The module allows chaining with the same or additional

odules (e.g., a magnetometer) in order to interact with multiple

ensors at the same time. A single MPU-6050 is presently placed

irectly onto the pen to capture the hand position and movements.

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2C


Fig. 2. The BioPen prototype and its use.

Fig. 3. The signals captured by BioPen. Time is in milliseconds (ms).
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3 All procedures related to Tsfresh are available at: https://github.com/blue- 

yonder/tsfresh.
The grip pressure sensor measures the pressure applied on the

pen while writing. This is a really unique and discriminant fea-

ture, rarely seen in other systems, where instead the pen to sur-

face pressure is measured. The sensor is hand-made and consists

of an aluminium foil placed under the rubber grip handle. The

aluminium terminal is connected to the Arduino digital pins to-

gether with a pair of resistor-capacitor used to calibrate the opera-

tional distance threshold. In this way the sensor is able to measure

the pressure on direct contact but, at its most sensitive capabil-

ity, the sensor will start sensing a hand or body inches away from

itself. Whenever an application calls for low to no force human

touch sensing, capacitive sensing can be used. A capacitive sen-

sor covered with paper or other insulator also acts as a fairly good

(human touch) pressure sensor with an approximately logarithmic

response. In this regard it may surpass force sensing resistors in

some applications. A led on top of the pen just indicates the cor-

rect rotation of the pen in order to normalize the sensor signals.

The hardware is connected to an Arduino board , and a suitable

software handles it. Fig. 2 shows the final BioPen prototype. The

application includes three main components: Acquisition, Feature

extraction, and Matching module. The different modules are inde-

pendent from each other, and can therefore be independently sub-

stituted with a different technology/processing choice. In particu-

lar, the feature extraction module only requires a number of time

series as input, therefore it is possible to change both the hardware

and the acquisition technique. In the same way, once the relevant

features are extracted, the Matching module can process them ac-

cording to a different strategy in order to reach a decision. 

Acquisition module . A specialized Arduino code initializes and

calibrates the sensors, and then transfers the acquired data at a

reasonable sample rate to the processing system. A Python pro-

gram parses the input from the Arduino board, and saves the out-

put as a suitable csv file. Fig. 3 shows the time series that repre-
ent the dynamics of each acquired signal during a signing/writing

ession. When the prototype exploits Machine Learning, a num-

er of user samples must be stored in the enrollment phase, in

rder to train the system on the individual features of each user.

or the tests reported in this paper, each user was enrolled with

n average of 34 samples (for a discussion about this number see

ection 5.1 ), out of which 4 were used in turn as probes for testing

nd the remaining ones for training. 

Feature extraction module . For Time Series data analysis, it

s possible to use a recognition/matching algorithm working on

he overall time series. This approach can employ, for instance, K-

earest Neighbours (KNN) with distance measure between two se-

ies computed by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), instead of Eu-

lidean distance. As an alternative, feature based approaches map

 time series onto another possibly lower dimensional represen-

ation. The feature extraction algorithm calculates characteristics

uch as the average or maximal value of the time series, the stan-

ard deviation of values, etc. The features are then passed as a fea-

ure vector to a “normal” algorithm, e.g., a Neural Network, Ran-

om Forest or Support Vector Machine if Machine Learning is ex-

loited. 

For the present prototype a feature based approach was imple-

ented, joined with a Machine Learning process, and compared

ith a pair of pure DTW approaches. We adopted the FeatuRe Ex-

raction based on Scalable Hypothesis tests (FRESH) algorithm for

ime series classification and regression as reported in [44] . The

RESH algorithm, as implemented in [45] , automatically extracts

undrends of features from time series, like the number of peaks,

he average or maximal value, summary statistics, such as max-

mum, variance or kurtosis, characteristics from sample distribu-

ion, such as absolute energy, whether a distribution is symmet-

ic or the number of data points above the median, fast Fourier

ransformation coefficients, autocorrelation lags or mean value of

he second derivative and many others. The FRESH algorithm also

ncludes a filtering procedure for a scalable feature selection. This

ltering procedure evaluates the explaining power and importance

f each feature for the regression or classification tasks at hand. It

s based on the well developed theory of hypothesis testing and

ses a multiple test method. These tests are based on the assump-

ion that a feature x k is meaningful for the prediction of the binary

abel vector y if x k and y are not statistically independent. As a re-

ult, the filtering process mathematically controls the percentage

f irrelevant extracted features. In a second step, each feature vec-

or is individually and independently evaluated with respect to its

ignificance for predicting the target under investigation. The result

f these tests is a vector of p-values, quantifying the significance of

ach feature for predicting the label/target. This vector is evaluated

n the basis of the Benjamini–Yekutieli procedure [46] in order to

ecide which features to keep. 

The feature selection process 3 returned the most relevant 169

eatures, making up a vector representing the user template. 

Experiments also assessed an alternative strategy, where unpro-

essed signals from the different sensors are matched by Dynamic

ime Warping (DTW). In this case, a user template is composed of

ll the signals acquired from the different sensors. 

Matching module The Matching module works in verification

ode, which is the one usually entailed by signature. It has been

mplemented following two alternative approaches, one exploiting

achine Learning withe templates built by feature extraction, and

he other exploiting pure DTW on unprocessed signals. 
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Fig. 4. An example of enrollment session.
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the Machine Learning ap-

roach chosen for the recognition 

4 . The prototype uses a SVM with

inear kernel for each user. Such SVMs must be trained before test-

ng operations. User templates are computed using the feature ex-

raction strategy described in the previous section. A new user has

o “teach” the system how to recognize him/her by providing an

dequate number of examples. Afterwards the system will be able

o recognize the user again in the future and it could even possibly

mprove performance by reinforcement learning (Template Updat-

ng, e.g., see [47] ) during each authentication session. Enrolling a

ew user does not require to train the overall system again, but

t is sufficient to train the new corresponding SVM. Occasionally,

 retraining of all the classifiers with new data can provide better

erformances, but this is worth being carried out only when the

mount of newly acquired templates reaches a significant level. 

The alternative implementation of the module exploits DTW 

5 .

he unprocessed signals from sensors are matched separately, and

hen the average similarity is returned. Both the alternatives of

haining the different signals into a single one to match, or to

hain a fixed number of samples from each signal, have been dis-

arded to be robust to possibly different lengths of the signals ac-

uired for different sam ples, even if the same user is writing the

ame word. In particular, this would have caused an unreliable

lignment of possibly sampled points. 

. Experimental results

This section presents the results from testing of the BioPen pro-

otype with the above hardware/software settings. The presented

esults just refer to the recognition of the writing dynamics. Given

he achieved accuracy with the same passphrase (word) for all

sers, security can be further improved by the choice of a personal

password” and by tuning its required complexity (though lower

han that required for pure password authentication). Therefore,

hile a best value of EER = 0.093 is achieved using SVM-based ver-

fication with the present setting, the level of security actually pro-

ided can be increased by the difficulty to guess the string to write.

ven further improvement can be achieved by adding the analysis

f the static written form of the text. The methods taken into ac-

ount, i.e., DTW and SVM, are representative enough to point out

he potential of the proposed approach. 

.1. Dataset 

Information about one’s way of signing is something personal

han one would not easily share, or in any case is less willing to

hare than one’s face. However, as confirmed by informal user in-

erviews, generic handwriting is perceived as less compromising.

oreover, from an experimental point of view, asking many users

o write the same word many times and then comparing the ob-

ained templates allows to better appreciate the possible accuracy

f the system taking exclusively into account pure dynamic fea-

ures. Therefore, in order to evaluate the general feasibility of the

pproach, a single test word in block capital letters (namely the

ord BIOSYS ) was used to simplify the test process. On one end,

ince all users wrote the same word in a common style, with-

ut any attempt to copy someone else pattern, it may seem that

mpostor detection testing addresses a somewhat easier problem.

n the other hand, the task may be considered even harder than

eal signature verification, since the true signatures present much
4 The prototype exploits the SVM implementation available from scikit-learn -

achine Learning in Python - http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html .
5 The implementation of DTW is from http://alexminnaar.com/

ime- series- classification- and- clustering- with- python.html .
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F

ore distinctive characters. In other words, in principle, just be-

ause samples are very similar to each other, the dataset is harder

o classify. In the analyzed conditions, it should be easier to cheat

he system, by confusing its recognition module, therefore these

onditions are particularly stressful for an automatic classification.

s a consequence, in a realistic environment, a more heteroge-

eous dataset (different passphrases and character style together

ith different writing dynamics) could achieve even higher per-

ormances, being the samples and the extracted templates eas-

er to separate. The strategy as it is can be used to implement

 two-items recognition protocol. According to this protocol, user

nrolling would entail both choosing a password to write but also

ctually writing it in a natural way, which is much more difficult

o imitate. Both elements would be implicitly checked all at once

uring authentication (the word choice determines the dynamics

o produce it). Therefore the assumption is that the presented set-

ing is sufficient for a preliminary evaluation. Of course we limit

he evaluation to the dynamics, since the evaluation of the possi-

ility of password guess is out of the scope of this work. The num-

er of samples is 34 on average, for each of 30 subjects. Accord-

ng to the central limit theorem, the number of samples used for

raining (30) can be deemed sufficient for a reliable inference (see

48] ) if it is possible to assume clean Gaussian distributions for the

ifferent classes. Given the way the proposed system is designed

nd evaluated, this might not hold due to the complexities intro-

uced by: (1) the number of training/enrolment samples, that is

ept reasonably low to avoid a too much cumbersome user enrol-

ent procedure, and (2) the use of a same passphrase for all users

uring system evaluation, that also allows to stress the system as

n spoofing attack conditions. However, both the results achieved

ith SVM ( Section 5.2.1 ) and those achieved with an even lower

umber of gallery samples matched by pure DTW ( Section 5.2.3 )

re promising. This seems to testify that, notwithstanding the lim-

tations entailed by the above introduced constraints, the selected

umber of samples can represent the user with sufficient accuracy.

ig. 4 shows an example of enrollment session. 

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
http://alexminnaar.com/time-series-classification-and-clustering-with-python.html


Fig. 5. FAR/FRR/EER (top) and ROC (bottom) when templates are built by feature

extraction from sensor signals, and SVM is used for verification.

Fig. 6. FAR/FRR/EER (top) and ROC (bottom) when sets of unprocessed sensor sig- 

nals are used as templates, and DTW is used for verification taking the highest

similarity with gallery templates.

Fig. 7. FAR/FRR/EER (top) and ROC (bottom) when sets of unprocessed sensor sig- 

nals are used as templates, and DTW is used for verification taking the lowest sim- 

ilarity with gallery templates.
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.2. Verification results 

.2.1. SVM-based verification 

In order to train a bank of SVMs, each one used to recog-

ize a single user, the captured samples were divided into train-

ng and testing sets. For each user, 4 out of the about 34 sam-

les acquired were used for testing, and the remaining ones for

raining. The testing samples were used for an all-against-all

atching. Each such sample was considered either as a genuine

ttempt or as a cheating attempt. In order to do this, it was sub-

itted to all SVMs in parallel, to use it as a probe in a number

f experiments equal to the number N of users (1 genuine and

 − 1 impostor attempts). The result returned by each SVM was

ompared to an acceptance threshold. For each such comparison,

ccording to the equality/inequality of the label associated to the

robe and the one of the SVM providing the result, one of four val-

es was incremented: False Accept (FA - threshold passed but dif-

erent labels), False Reject (FR - threshold not passed but same la-

els), Genuine Accept (GA - threshold passed and same labels), and

enuine Reject (GR - threshold not passed and different labels).

he corresponding success/error rates were computed according to

he number of Genuine Users (GU - once for each sample) and Im-

ostor Users (IU - N − 1 times for each sample), i.e., F AR = F A/IU,

 RR = F R/GU, GAR = GA/GU, and GRR = GR/IU . Acceptance thresh-

ld was incremented in 0.001 steps. Fig. 5 (upper plot) shows the

AR and FRR curves, with the Equal Error Rate (EER) point (equal

robability of false accept and false reject, i.e., the intersection

oint of FAR and FRR curves) which is usually considered as a ref-

rence to compare the performance of verification systems. For the

resent tests, EER = 0.093, which is quite satisfying given the ex-

remely prototypical nature of the present system, and the fact that



Fig. 8. FAR/FRR/EER (top) and ROC (bottom) when sets of unprocessed sensor sig- 

nals are used as templates, and DTW is used for verification taking the average

similarity with gallery templates.
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Fig. 9. Average FAR/FRR/EER (top) and ROC (bottom) computed over 6 rounds of

test, when sets of unprocessed sensor signals are used as templates, and DTW is

used for verification taking the maximum similarity with a gallery of 5 templates

per user.
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uthentication also entails writing the right password. It is further

nteresting that FAR has a desirable trend, with the probability of

alse recognitions falling very quickly towards very low values. This

s confirmed by the “good shape” of Receiver Operating Character-

stic (ROC), quickly climbing towards the upper left corner of the

lot. This produces a high value of Area Under Curve (AUC) (AUC

 0.966) as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 5 . 

.2.2. DTW-based verification 

In the second experiment, the composition of probe set was not

odified, while the templates used for training with SVM were all

ncluded in the system gallery. In addition, there was no feature

election process, therefore a user template contained all the sig-

als captured by the pen sensors. The aim of the experiment was

o verify if, and how much, performances decrease when adopt-

ng a lighter processing strategy (no pre-processing, no-training),

et maintaining a robust enrollment phase. Matching of two user

emplates was carried out by applying DTW to pairs of homolo-

ous signals, and taking the average result. The acceptance thresh-

ld was set according to this new template structure and matching

trategy, therefore we expected to have a different effect on simi-

arity results. The remaining experiment parameters (performance

easures and threshold step) were the same as above. In this ex-

eriment, we also tested different strategies to choose the simi-

arity value (out of the 30 available from the user’s gallery) to be

ompared against the threshold to determine acceptance. In prac-

ical situations, choosing the best achieved one follows the line of

ultiple template approaches, therefore allowing to recognize the

ser under different template variations and minimize false rejec-

ions. On the other hand, choosing the worst result can be used to

etter address possible spoofing attacks, since even if an impostor

s able to counterfeit a specific sample, there will be at least one
llowing to reject the attempt, therefore minimizing false accepts.

f course, the reverse of the medal is a high rate of false rejec-

ions. Finally, the average result can be used, trying to balance the

bove strategies. Fig. 6 shows that the behavior when considering

he best similarity value out of the 30 user’s samples achieves re-

ults very similar to SVM. In this case, EER = 0.104, which is not

hat bad given the much lighter procedure. The shape of the ROC

urve and the value of AUC = 0.952 confirm this results. It is worth

oticing that FAR and FRR curves have a quite common trend when

sing DTW (see the following figures), which is very different from

VM curves (see Fig. 5 ). This is due to the different similarity mea-

ure which is exploited, while EER and AUC values are correctly

omparable. The results regarding choosing either the minimum

imilarity out of 30 gallery samples or an average value meet the

xpectations. The overall performance is dramatically decreased, as

estified by Fig. 7 , showing EER = 0.32, and confirmed by ROC

AUC = 0.709) in the figure, even if FAR decreases more quickly

s the requested similarity threshold increases. On the other hand,

sing the average similarity value computed over the 30 user’s

allery samples achieves intermediate results, as Fig. 8 shows, with

ER = 0.187 and AUC = 0.866. 

.2.3. DTW-based verification with reduced gallery 

The last experiment presented here was carried out by reduc-

ng the number of samples per user in the gallery, in order to re-

uce the cumbersome enrollment procedure. While the probe set

as left again unchanged, the former gallery of 30 samples per

ser was divided into 6 groups of 5 samples each. Each group was

sed in turn as gallery, taking the best similarity as matching re-

ult, and the achieved results were averaged over the 6 rounds of

est. In this experiment, both enrollment and the following pro-



Table 1

Summary of experimental results.

Verification method EER AUC

SVM 0.093 0.966

DTW30MAX 0.104 0.952

DTW30MIN 0.32 0.709

DTW30AVG 0.187 0.866

DTW5MAX 0.124 0.947
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cessing and matching are much lighter than with SVM. Fig 9 shows

the obtained results. An encouraging EER = 0.124 shows that, in

principle, even dramatically reducing the number of samples per

user the decrease in verification accuracy is overall acceptable. ROC

curve also shows a good behavior, with a high upper left corner

close to the ordinate axis. As a matter of fact, it is possible to ob-

serve a very good value of AUC (AUC = 0.947). This encourages to

further investigate the use of signal processing techniques to ad-

dress this kind of problem, that do not require a huge training step

for each user (and therefore a huge enrolling phase). Table 1 sum-

marizes the results obtained in the discussed experiments. 

It is worth underlining once more that the recognition system

was particularly stressed on the side of impostor tests, by always

using the same word and the same style (capital block letters) . 

6. Conclusions

The presented experiments aimed at achieving early results on

the possibility to use lightweight equipment and lightweight pro-

cessing to verify user identity, through the dynamics underlying

the action of writing a chosen password. Verification accuracy is

encouraging, though the recognition system was stressed on the

side of impostor tests (the most critical ones when special security

is requested) by using the same word and the same capital block

letters for all samples. In addition, it is to consider that an impos-

tor attack would further require to guess or steal the right pass-

word. In principle, just because samples are very similar to each

other, the dataset is harder to classify. In other words, in the ana-

lyzed conditions, it should be easier to cheat the system, by con-

fusing its recognition module, therefore these conditions are par-

ticularly stressful for an automatic classification. As a consequence,

in a realistic environment, a more heterogeneous dataset (differ-

ent passphrases and character style together with different writing

dynamics) could achieve even higher performances, being the sam-

ples and the extracted templates easier to separate. 

Future work will explore different approaches for recognition,

either by further Machine Learning techniques or signal-based

techniques, e.g., further Dynamic Time Warping variations. The ad-

vantage of the former is a lower time for the authentication, once

the training has been carried out. The latter avoids a cumbersome

enrollment procedure, but needs handling the variability of the ac-

quired time series. Further experiments will be carried out by fus-

ing the recognition of dynamics with the recognition of the written

text. A dataset with real attempts of spoofing will be collected, to

test the system in a more realistic (yet not necessarily more dif-

ficult) setting. As a final note on BioPen ergonomic features, all

users were informally asked to express an opinion about the cap-

ture task (how easy is to use the BioPen) and the enrollment pro-

cedure. The response to the first question was positive, since the

action required is extremely natural and familiar. Also, the kind of

equipment does not add any special difficulty or hindering, except

for the slightly higher weight than a normal pen, that could be

avoided by miniaturization, and for the ribbon connecting the pen

to Arduino, that could be avoided by WiFi data transfer. Of course,

the huge enrollment procedure required for the Machine Learning
pproach was considered quite cumbersome. For this reason, we

lan to focus on different approaches in the future. 
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